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       Religious Freedom & Coronavirus Restrictions 
  

"Necessity is the plea for every infringement of  
human freedom."  William Pitt the Younger, 1783 

  
    The COVID-19 public health crisis has imposed restrictions on 

in-person gatherings, causing most houses of worship in the U.S. and the World, to temporarily 
close their doors.  While many legal experts claim that the government can force churches to 
close during a health crisis, there remain Constitutional questions about whether these restrictions 
are reasonable and equally applied to other types of organizations as well as businesses. 
     Both federal and state authorities have determined that certain institutions and businesses 
may continue to operate as usual if they are considered "essential" to the public.   This criterion 
allows supermarkets, Walmart, Amazon, 7-11, Home Depot, as well as gas stations, auto repair 
shops, restaurants that deliver food, house builders and others, to continue their usual operations 
as “essential” to the public good.   
     Why then, are these enterprises where multiple people gather, following "social distancing" 
rules, more "essential" to people than churches that feed their spiritual needs?  In times of public 
crisis, isn't spiritual nourishment also "essential"?   For example, "If doctors and nurses, taking 
precautions, can go in and out of hospitals, why not the spiritual doctors?" asked Mark Mallett, 

author and missionary. (1) 
     "According to the courts, a law that infringes upon a fundamental right, like Freedom of 
Religion, must overcome certain challenges:  The law must not be arbitrary, oppressive, or 
unreasonable.  The law must be equally applied to secular businesses (etc.) ... When arbitrary 
number limits are applied to a church and not to ... a grocery store, there is not equal application," 
wrote KrisAnne Hall, Constitutional Attorney, author. "By what authority does the government 

declare the church non-essential?" (2) 

 
 In Pope Francis' homily, "Faith is Never a Private Matter", Dec. 6, 2013, he explained: 
Prohibition against worshipping God is a sign of "general apostasy".  It tries to convince 

Christians to take "a more reasonable and peaceful road", by obeying "the tenets of 

worldly powers" who try to reduce religion to "a private matter". (3) 

(deseretnews.com,3/21/20; markmallett.com, 4/6/20 (1); KrisAnneHall.com, COVID 19 Restrictions (2); 
vatican.va, Francis Homily,Nov28,2013 (3) 
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